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Let’s make Easter 2020 the fairest of them all
Yes, Easter 2020 is surely going to be one to remember. But let’s make it count.
“Make 2020 the Easter when we as a community sent shockwaves through supermarkets
because the product most in demand was – slavery-free chocolate,” said ACRATH
Executive Officer Christine Carolan.
Ms Carolan encouraged people to use their money this Holy Week to buy only chocolate
that has been produced without any forced labour. That means delicious chocolate that
has not involved the forced labour of young children to pick the cocoa beans – a key
ingredient of chocolate.
Almost half of all 152 million children victims of child labour are aged 5-11 years,
according to a 2017 report by the International Labour Organisation. And many of these
children are in the cocoa industry in West Africa, picking the cocoa beans used to
produce chocolate.
It’s a fair bet that these children will not get to eat any chocolate at Easter.
In recent years Australians have spent around $200 million on chocolate at Easter. Much
of this chocolate is produced using cocoa beans that are NOT certified slavery-free.
Slavery-free chocolate features one of these three logos on the wrapping – Fairtrade or
UTZ (Rainforest Alliance).

ACRATH’s president Sr Louise Cleary csb said the respect for the God-given dignity of
every human being matters. It is fundamental to creating a civil society.
“Pope Francis lamented that, ‘among so many open wounds in our world, one of the most
troubling is the trade in human beings, a modern form of slavery which violates the Godgiven dignity of so many of our brothers and sisters’,” Sr Louise said.
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“Education can help eliminate slavery. We can become informed consumers and ask the
difficult questions: Where did the cocoa beans that made my chocolate come from? Did
the workers get a living wage to produce it? Were children exploited, and not in school?”
Where to buy delicious chocolate that is certified slavery-free and to find out more
information
There are some slavery-free chocolates available in most large supermarkets. Fairtrade
Australia and New Zealand has a comprehensive list of slavery-free certified chocolates.
Find it at:
http://fairtrade.com.au/Fairtrade-Products/Chocolate-cocoa
For more information on Easter chocolate go to:
https://acrath.org.au/take-action/slavery-free-easter/
Catholic Education Melbourne, ACRATH and the Catholic Archdiocese of Melbourne
have produced a kit to help begin to make your school, hospital or workplace slavery-free.
It has lots of valuable information about chocolate and also tea and coffee. Find it at:
https://resourcecem.com/slavery-free-resources/
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